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     The essays in this collection explore ways in which twentieth-century Japanese 
understood and presented their history-or, more accurately, histories. Ranging over a broad 
intellectual terrain and representing several disciplinary approaches, earlier versions of these 
essays were presented and discussed at an international symposium in Banff, Alberta, Canada, 
late in 2002. 'fhe theme of that conference, "Historical Consciousness, Historiography, and 
Modern Japanese Values," was deliberately stated in expansive terms by the organizers from 
the International Research Center for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken) and the University of 
Calgary. It was our intent to create a discursive space in which scholars in many academic 
fields, not only professional historians, could draw on resources in which they already had 
developed interest, then place their findings into the context of our common inquiry. An 
important premise in our thinking as we planned this event was that the work in every 
scholarly discipline-or performing art or other medium-can be evaluated in historical 
perspective; considered in the dimension of time, all work constitutes historical material, 
and once this has been recognized, it is susceptible to analysis in historiographical terms. 
We asked participants in our symposium to craft presentations so as to make analysis of 
twentieth-century scholarship (or popular writing or expression in other media that draw on 
history for material) a major focus. Our aim was to foster interdisciplinary reflection about 
how changes over time in scholarship or other work done in the Taisha, Shawa, and early 
Heisei periods influenced or failed to influence identity-consciousness or formation of values 
of the Japanese people, individually and collectively. 
     Historiography as we took it for purposes of this project refers not only to the writ-
ing of history-although it certainly does denote that-but also to work in other media that 
incorporates history (or more precisely, versions or constructions of history). We wished to 
reconsider or in some instances to think anew about how historiography influences peoples' 
senses of values. One of the defining characteristics of Nichibunken is that we attempt sys-
tematically to approach problems from interdisciplinary, comparative perspectives, and only 
a few members of our faculty are historians by training and self-identification, but it was 
fundamental to the conception of this project that we perceived that interest in history in 
Japan is high, and understanding of history figures in the identity-formation of a great many 
people, by no means only professional historians. Non-historians on our own faculty could, 
we felt sure, contribute to and profit from participating in an examination of historiography 
and its influence, and we hoped that by getting together with scholars from overseas and from 
a few other institutions in Japan, we could discover things that would advance the state of 
learning and be of wide benefit. It may be unnecessary to state explicitly that history does not 
mean exclusively national history. In this project, we did not confine our notion of history 
to national stories or any other single type of account. Consistent with Nichibunken's usual 
practice, we invited scholars from diverse academic specializations to take part, believing that
v
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if they turned their attention to the production and consumption of history in their own 
disciplines and how this affects values-formation, they might cast new light on the central 
problem of this project. This volume evidences our embrace of multiple types of history and 
our recognition that non-historians can engage productively in historical considerations.
    The first essay in this book is an enlarged English reworking of a presentation origi-
nally delivered in Japanese, and it directs our attention to different aspects of the interaction 
between history-writing and values-consciousness. Yamaori Tetsuo surveys several instances 
of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean treatments of dead persons whose actions were reviled by 
many people of later generations. Not only in the twentieth century, but over many centuries, 
he maintains, both in history writing and in living people's attitudes toward these deceased 
historical personages, these three East Asian societies have differed from each other, with 
Japan typically being the most forgiving, or tolerant, of the dead. The penetration of Bud-
dhist ideals more widely and deeply into Japanese thought and behavior than into Chinese 
or Korean thought and behavior, Yamaori proposes, probably accounts for the differences. 
Aware that the high level of generalization of his argument might provoke disagreement (and 
indeed it did, in Banff), he proceeds boldly ahead, desiring to get readers thinking and talking 
about a fundamental human question-how do we regard the dead?-that underlies one of 
the most duffi-cult East Asian regional controversies of our own day. 
    Several of our authors concentrate on Japanese history and writing by professional his-
torians in the twentieth century. Inaga. Shigemi examines several Ministry of Education-ap-
proved textbooks for junior high schools and high schools, including the highly controversial 
book by the Atarashii Rekishi Kyakasho o Tsukuru Kai (Society for Writing a New History 
Textbook) published by Fus6sha. He observes that illustrations in these books convey non-
verbal messages that quite often escape teachers' and critics' analysis, and he draws attention 
to several illustrations common in textbooks even today (not only the Fusasha book) that 
perpetuate prewar images (and unarticulated attitudes) about "exotic," "Oriental," and/or in-
ferior "Other" non-Japanese. Plainly different sets of values are competing in the history text-
book market in Japan today, and the important thing for teachers and students is to be alert 
to instances when textbooks are biased. Those who make textbook selections and especially 
teachers should be critical, Inaga advises. If teachers are scrupulously careful to discriminate 
between opinion and evidence, they can make even distorted texts and illustrations into ma-
terials for excellent teaching and learning about history. 
    John Brownlee surveys major works of leading academics who specialized in political 
history from the Meiji Restoration through World War 11. He argues that nationalism con-
ditioned all their writings. Some prominent professors and scholars were conscious of delib-
erately oversimplifying history when they presented the Japanese past to the broad public (in 
elementary and secondary school textbooks, for example), but in some instances their nation-
alism caused them even to deceive themselves about historical truth. Brownlee maintains that 
in the prewar period, with the exception of a few marginalized (not very influential) leftists, 
historians in Japanese universities obeyed state directives to publish orthodox nationalistic 
interpretations of Japan's past. Even in the postwar period, political history as practiced by 
leading scholars at important Japanese universities tends to be detached, disengaged, and 




. In his contribution to this volume, Inoki Takenod demonstrates that in postwar Japa-
nese economic history, a number of widely-accepted interpretations do not stand up to the 
test of quantitative analysis that processes a large amount of data collected not only from 
Japan but also from other nations. Those widely influential interpretations were products of 
ideology-based methodologies. More recent research is based on "evidence before argument" 
methods. One important finding of this new research, Inoki shows, is that the Japanese 
economy is not "unique"-and not so idiosyncratic as previously believed. Historiography 
based on "defining and then observing, rather than observing and then defining" had led to 
distorted views of Japan's economic past and also its present. 
    The story of the Aka revenge incident of 1703, generally known as the Chfishingura 
story, illustrates how the raw material of history is processed and reprocessed in different 
times and different media. This incident has been represented in ukiyozishi (a genre of popu-
lar fiction that appeared in the mid-Edo period-"tales of the floating world") calledfitsuroku 
(true records), in illustrated works of literature (ehonyomihon), in stage adaptations, in kidan 
story-telling, in long novels, in naniwabushi (story-telling with shamisen accompaniment), 
in movies, and in radio and television dramas. The facts of the case are rather difficult to 
establish, and in different versions, more and more fictions have been invented to elaborate 
what little is known for certain. Here Henry Smith follows the historical evolution of the 
media of communication and shows how changes have interacted with politics to enable 
certain types of stories to achieve special preeminence. He proposes a notion that he labels the 
~C media complex," structured by the technologies available at any given time and by the politi-
cal conditions that prevail at that time. After outlining four historical media complexes in 
Japan-medieval, Tokugawa, Meiji, and modern-he traces the Chfishingura story through 
the last three of these and analyzes its transformations. Throughout his essay, he weaves reflec-
tions on writing of history and presentation of history in the performing arts. "'Historiogra-
phy? by its very etymology privileges written texts," he remarks, "but a true historiography of 
popular history forces us to broaden our range to embrace the performing arts and particu-
larly their modern perpetuation in film and television." 
    Sata Takumi also takes the media as his subject. In these pages, he analyzes how 
Japanese newspapers and radio helped to shape postwar historical consciousness. The "Poli-
tics of memory" and the desires of different individuals and groups to use commemorative 
observances for their own purposes enter into the shaping of historical narratives, he reminds 
us. This extends to identification of particular events as belonging to specific dates. Selecting 
the establishment of a date for commemoration of the end of the Second World War in Ja-
pan as a case study, Sat6 examines presentations of contemporary history by the media, and 
notes that for people born in the postwar era, these (with accounts presented on television 
supplementing the those in newspapers and on the radio) create historical consciousness. The 
media contribute enormously to create "collective memory." 
    Satoshi Ikeda, a student of world systems whose basic methodology is drawn from his-
torical sociology, presents a long view of four-and-a-half centuries of Japanese history and ar-
gues that the project of modernization in Japan has failed. With the collapse of the economic 
bubble, he maintains, the institutions that drove Japan's postwar economic growth ceased to 
work. Yet it is not only in Japan that modernization has failed-as Ikeda sees it, the ideals of 
modernization were achieved only in a very small number of developed countries. He offers 
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attempttounderstandtheplaceandmeaningoftheガ ぬ 彡∫伽 薦%時 代 小 説(literally,pcriod
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